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Every recording starts with tracking. Yet in this day of samples,
loops, and modeling, there’s a whole generation of engineers that
have grown up with little knowledge of microphone technique.
This book tries not only to preserve for history the techniques and
methods of the recording masters, but answers the crying need
of the recording marketplace of “How do I mike the snare?” or
“How do I get a big guitar sound?”

While there are many books that touch upon the basics of recording
(especially stereo orchestral material), there are few, if any,
books that feature multiple techniques in miking a wide variety
of instruments in the detail needed to achieve a reasonable and
consistent result. And there is no book that concentrates upon
this basic, yet all-important facet of recording in quite the manner
presented herein.

That said, The Recording Engineer’s Handbook is not meant to
be a replacement for many books that have long been the staple
of microphone background. Indeed, it’s meant to be read in
conjunction with other books that delve deeper into the basic
technical info. However, I have provided a brief overview of the
basics for those new to the subject.

As you will see, there are many ways to get the same basic result.
There’s no right way to mic an instrument, but some ways are
more accepted than others and therefore become “standard.”
Whenever possible, I’ve tried to provide a high resolution photo
of a described miking technique taken during an actual session,
as well as a written description of the theory behind, and the variables
of, each.
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Perceptions of Climate Change from North India: An Ethnographic Account (Routledge Advances in Climate Change Research)Routledge, 2021

	
		Perceptions of Climate Change from North India: An Ethnographic Account explores local perceptions of climate change through ethnographic encounters with the men and women who live at the front line of climate change in the lower Himalayas.

	
		From data collected over the course of a year in a small...
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C++ Primer (5th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2012

	Bestselling Programming Tutorial and Reference Completely Rewritten for the New C++11 Standard


	Fully updated and recast for the newly released C++11 standard, this authoritative and comprehensive introduction to C++ will help you to learn the language fast, and to use it in modern, highly effective ways....
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Single and Multi-Carrier DS-CDMA: Multi-User Detection, Space-Time Spreading, Synchronisation, Networkingand StandardsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	This volume is dedicated to a range of CDMA and MC-CDMA transmission aspects of systems designed for communicating over fading wireless channels.


	Currently, a technical in-depth book on this subject, which has a similar detailed exposure of the recent advances in CDMA, M-ary CDMA and MC-CDMA, is unavailable.  A...
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The 5-Minute Orthopaedic Consult (The 5-Minute Consult Series)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		The 5-Minute Orthopaedic Consult, Second Edition is designed for rapid consultation on over 250 orthopaedic problems encountered by orthopaedic surgery, primary care, or ER practitioners. The famous two-page format allows easy navigation through even complicated patient complaints. New topics covered in this thoroughly updated...
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Web Penetration Testing with Kali LinuxPackt Publishing, 2013

	A practical guide to implementing penetration testing strategies on websites, web applications, and standard web protocols with Kali Linux


	Overview

	
		Learn key reconnaissance concepts needed as a penetration tester
	
		Attack and exploit key features, authentication, and sessions on web...
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Raspberry Pi for Arduino Users: Building IoT and Network Applications and DevicesApress, 2018

	
		Leverage your Arduino skills in the Raspberry Pi world and see how to cross the two platforms into sophisticated programs.
	


	
		The Arduino and Raspberry Pi communities overlap more than you might think. Arduinos can be expanded to have network capabilities with a variety of “shields,” all of which increase...
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